Planetary City of Light General Meeting Minutes
July 30th, 2017 at 9am AZ

Announcements:
Recent Activation:
PCOL Campinas, Brazil on Saturday July 15th at 2:00pm Arizona time
Activations coming soon:
PCOL Buritis, Belo Horizonte, Brazil, today, July 3oth at 3:00pm Arizona time
PCOL North Vancouver, Canada, Aug 13th at 5:00pm Arizona time
New Format to monthly PCOL meetings: “meet the PCOL around the world”
May: Australia, PCOL Gold Coast
June: Argentina: PCOL Palermo in Buenos Aires, San Martin de los Andes, Lago Puelo
July: Brazil: PCOL Lago Freitas, Rio de Janeiro, PORL Joatinga, Rio de Janeiro, PCOL Sao
Paolo
Channeling: There will be a channeling of the Arcturian, Juliano, by David Miller at the end of
this meeting. Remember, you may send questions to me during the month and Juliano will
answer them at this time.
Planetary City of Light presentations from individual PCOL
Brazil:
 PCOL Lago de Freitas Rio de Janeiro,
 PORL Joatinga, Rio de Janeiro
 PCOL Sao Paolo
Planetary City of Light Reports for the Month
Next meeting: Aug 20th at 9am

Planetary Cities of Light Monthly Channeling
July 30th, 2017
Question: Juliano, can you please recommend a Sister Planetary City of Light for
PCOL Fairhope, Alabama?

Planetary Cities of Light Setting Stage for First Contact
Channeled by David K Miller
davidmiller@groupofforty.com
All rights reserved
Greetings. I am Juliano. We are the Arcturians.
Let us look at the idea of First Contact and the Planetary Cities of Light Project.
The idea of First Contact is that a higher extraterrestrial or a higher dimensional group will
meet with inhabitants of the Earth to bring forth higher light, higher wisdom, and higher
knowledge. The idea is that First Contact interaction would be beneficial to the Earth. The
idea of the First Contact is that the interaction would help the governments of the Earth
solve some of the many complex problems that are overwhelming.
Today you have seen examples of how using and connecting with 5th dimensional energy
can bring forth a better community, a better energy. You have chosen specific areas to be
surrounded by 5th dimensional energy, 5th dimensional light. This is providing an important
energy because when there is a 5th dimensional energy as a circle around a place, many
positive changes can more easily occur. You have heard the expression in your language,
that “like attracts like”, that is to say that good attracts more good, 5th dimensional energy
attracts more 5th dimensional energy.
So, by providing this foundation, by providing this circle of 5th dimensional light, you are
then setting up the situation where more 5th dimensional light and energy can come to your
area. The idea of a First Contact is that there must first be a place of higher light and higher
energy in which the First Contact can occur. You want to be in a higher state of
consciousness, and, it is easier for you to be in a higher state of consciousness when you are
in a sacred place, when you are in a Planetary City of Light.
The idea is that you want to be in a beautiful area that already has done the work for
cleansing, for clearing, the energy. Let it be said that Fairhope and Buritis can be Sister
Cities of Light. This is a wonderful opportunity for Fairhope to connect with Buritis for
creating a Sister City of Light. This connection with Fairhope will be of great benefit to both
cities. You are going to create a new link that is going to be an international energy source
for both cities. There is much that Fairhope can offer Buritus and there is much that Buritis
can offer Fairhope. So I will give my blessings to this new connection.
The idea of a Planetary City of Light then is to create an environment for healing of the city,
for cleansing and purification of the city. But also, to create an environment in which higher
beings of light can come to the city. They can come to the city for teaching. They can come
to the city for interacting. So, it is true that if you are in a sacred area, just by being in the
sacred area your vibrational energy is raised. Perhaps I have already talked to you before
about such areas. You all are aware of Lourdes, France which is known as a healing area in

the planet. Just going near the waters can raise your vibration. It is also coming to special
places like Sedona, Arizona. It has the reputation and the energy to raise your vibration.
You can create sacred spaces. This is what you are doing. In the sacred places of the
Planetary City of Light, you can invite higher dimensional beings to visit your city. It is even
true in Sao Paolo that it is a city of St Paul, the he was the patron saint of the city and thus
his name was used. Many people can experience his energy still there.
So, when you are working with the Planetary Cities of Light, think about First Contact.
Think about also connecting with other of your masters and teachers that you feel
connected to. It could be the masters from the white brotherhood and sisterhood such as
Paul, such as Sananda, such as Mary. It could be masters from the native peoples such as
Chief White Eagle. It could be galactic spiritual masters such as myself, or HelioAh.
So, expand and allow the higher dimensional beings to come. You will find a great ease in
interacting with these higher dimensional masters in your Planetary City of Light. You will
find that they will help you in your repair, in your rebalancing of the Planetary City of Light.
Blessings to you in your great work of repair and raising the vibration. Be aware that you
are also setting up the energy field that will make it possible for contacts with higher
beings.
I am Juliano. Good Day.

